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K-3 Literacy: Practical Strategies 

for Literacy Learning

Lisa Thomas - Program Manager & Teacher Consultant

Jen Kelly - Teacher Consultant 

Today we are exploring…
      
★ how living inquiry experiences may be used to guide 

and shape children’s literacy learning 

★ how the Early Learning Framework can be used to 
revitalize considerations about literacy learning

a bit of theory - the WHY

time for practice: modelling & demonstrations - the HOW

opportunities to engage, reflect, chat & share - the YOU

Through…

This workshop was planned in consultation with SD 34’s 
Jerry Loeppky, Maria Limpright & Donna Wright

Adapted from - Yale Center for Emotional Intelligence - Mood Meter tool
POPEY
www.popey.caprepared by:
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Mood Metre
How Are You Feeling?

nervous

😬

frustrated

😤
worried

🥺

angry

😡

annoyed

🙄

surprised

😳

bored

😒
lonely

😣
hurt

🤕
hopeless

😔
sad

😖
miserable 

😫

cheerful

😃
excited

😁

proud

😊
playful

😜

happy

😀

peaceful

😇
chill

😎
tranquil

😌

high enjoymentlow enjoyment

🙂
content

calm

The power of a personal object 
What can we learn from each other?



Breakout Rooms

‣Introduce yourself to your group, and then share:

Why did you want to share this object? 

What is your connection to this object? 

Group members: What do you wonder about this object?

*5 minutes

New B.C. Early Learning Framework (2019)

•Expands the focus to children 
from infancy to eight years of 
age 
•Increases focus on reconciliation 
with Indigenous peoples  
•Increases focus on inclusion for 
children with diverse abilities

Kira Reynolds, Ministry of Education 

Educational changes

•Connects with new K-12 
curriculum, core 
competencies and primary 
program principles 
•Integrates theory with 
practice 
•Updated inquiry questions 
to address all early learners

Kira Reynolds, Ministry of Education 

Three Sections in the Early Learning Framework

SECTION ONE: Exploring the Early Learning Framework 

•   Vision, Principles and Context

SECTION TWO: Rethinking Learning and Practice 
• Pedagogy of Listening, Critical Reflection, Collaborative 

Dialogue, Pedagogical Narration

SECTION THREE: Living and Learning Together 
• Well-Being & Belonging 
• Living Inquiries, Pathways and Reflective Questions 
• Communication & Literacies

Kira Reynolds, Ministry of Education 



“The intention is not to provide answers or a 
predictable goal for children’s learning but to 
connect with the living inquiries and keep the 

learning process ‘alive.’”

Pedagogical Narration 

Adapted from -British Columbia Early Learning Framework

⭐ Noticing and collecting moments from daily practice 

Simply put:

  Listen deeply 

  Be curious 

  Embrace wonder 

  Share the story

What do you see? What do you notice? What do you wonder?

Image from -British Columbia Early Learning Framework

⭐ Write down your answer on a piece of paper and hold it up to your computer camera

Image from -British Columbia Early Learning Framework

⭐ Write down your answer on a piece of paper and hold it up to your computer camera

What do you see? What do you notice? What do you wonder?

Image from -British Columbia Early Learning Framework

⭐ Write down your answer on a piece of paper and hold it up to your computer camera

What do you see? What do you notice? What do you wonder?



✓ Materials created by the children 
‣ such as drawings, paintings, or constructions

✓ Written notes 

✓ Digital audio recordings 

✓ Photos 

✓ Video clips 

Traces of practice in pedagogical narrations of… 

Adapted from -British Columbia Early Learning Framework

 “inquiries” “living”

suggests that these 

processes are 

ongoing and always 

evolving

Living Inquiries

A sense of movement 

means to pay 

attention in multiple 

ways: to study, 

explore, and ask 

questions 

Adapted from -British Columbia Early Learning Framework

Living Inquiries, Pathways and Reflective Questions

Communication and Literacies

“Educators notice and reflect on the incredible range of 
practices and languages children use to communicate, 
respecting and supporting the diverse abilities and 

knowledge that children bring.”

BC Early Learning Framework 

Multiple modes of communication: 

Educators listen to and honour the incredible range of 
expressive languages children use to communicate. 

Culture, family, traditions, and knowledge:  

Children hear stories, poems, rhythms, chants, and songs that 
connect to the child’s culture.  

Language and communication: 

Children and educators engage in meaningful, reciprocal 
conversations 

Vocabulary, symbols, and written language:  

Children have opportunities to engage with verbal, symbolic and 
written languages that are meaningful to them and their 
community.

Pathways for Engaging with Communication and Literacies 



Breakout Rooms

‣With your breakout group, discuss:

What do you wonder about your picture?  

Have someone in the group write down all the questions you brainstorm  

Decide as a group which question is the most important or interesting

*5 minutes
Write your question in the chat box when we return

Our Inquiry Question:
How can we use inquiry to help our 
Kindergarten students recognize and 
reflect on the Core Competencies?

Ice Inquiry



Inquiry and the 
Core Competencies

Purposeful Play & Inquiry
The process of inquiry is a perspective on 

learning that begins with an intense curiosity, a 
curiosity that generates close observation, 

noticings, wonderings, and questions that lead to 
new and interesting ideas.

Inquiry injects a play mindset into all learning 
because it is a process that occurs when playing.

Setting off to answer big questions through 
observation and experimentation is a more 
formal description of an inherently natural 

process.
From - Purposeful Play - Mraz, Porcelli & Tyler

Benefits of Play & Inquiry 

‣they can work in their natural language & learning 
environment - one of which is play 

‣experiences are open-ended 

‣they can do work that is real to them - authentic 
to their lives

Adapted from - Purposeful Play - Mraz, Porcelli & Tyler & 

Kids learn best when:

continued...

‣they know it’s okay to take risks 

‣they have ownership over their learning 

‣they have opportunities to develop their creativity
What Does It Take for a Project to be “Authentic” - PBL Works

Planning for multiple learning styles & interests 

‣ they experiment with newly developed ideas, 
share insights and learning with friends 

‣ they have opportunities to access content in 
various forms & with higher levels of thinking

…continued

‣ learning connects to their passions, hearts and 
imaginations 

‣when they can move - another mode of learning & 
expression  

‣ they can develop deep content knowledge as well as 
critical thinking, collaboration, creativity, & 
communication skills

Adapted from - Purposeful Play - Mraz, Porcelli & Tyler & What is Project Based Learning?- PBL Works

Kids learn best when:
Benefits of Play & Inquiry 



Waterfall Sharing

Write your ONE word in the chat box but DON’T press  
enter until we say the word ‘waterfall’.

Review the Benefits of Play & Inquiry bullet points, and:  

•On your own decide on the FOUR words you think best represent the 
benefits of play and inquiry                                                                                    
(e.g. open-ended, exploration, passion, ownership) 

•then you must choose only TWO of those four words, and 
(e.g. open-ended, exploration) 

•finally, choose the ONE word out of your final two, to represent the 
ONE key term you decided best represents the benefits of play (e.g. 
open-ended)

Play for Learning & Well- Being

image from & text adapted from - BC Early Learning Framework = pg. 24

•individual, collective, spontaneous, planned, experimental, 
purposeful, unpredictable, dynamic… 

•helps kids experience the world through seeing, feeling, 
touching, & listening 
•helps kids engage with people, materials, places, flora & 
fauna, & ideas

Play can be:

•how the kids research the world - an approach to inquiry 
•diverse materials & experiences from educators - allows for 
experimentation & transformation

Play is:

Play is vital to children’s learning, 
growing, & making meaning.

Choice 
looks like kids setting goals, 
developing and sharing ideas, 

making rules, negotiating 
challenges, and choosing how 

long to play

Three Indicators of Playful Learning

Delight 
looks like happiness: kids 
smiling, laughing, being 

silly, or generally feeling 
cozy and at ease

Wonder 
looks like kids exploring, 

creating, pretending, 
imagining, and learning 
from trial and error

Harvard Graduate School of Education article: Summertime, Playtime
POPEY
www.popey.ca BC Ministry of Education’s Play Today: A Guide for Families

5 Approaches to Play-Based Learning

Free Play 
is initiated and directed by children; they make decisions about 

what happens next and who does what. 
nurtures co-operation, self-confidence & independence

Inquiry Play 
starts with children’s explorations of things that interest & puzzle them;  
children see connections between objects, ideas, meanings & imaginings. 

nurtures scientific thinking, problem solving & planning

Collaborative Play
happens when children are directing their own play and adults see an 

opportunity to enter and extend a learning opportunity with instructions, 
information, or resources. 

supports children’s understanding of themselves as learners and problem solvers

continued… POPEY
www.popey.ca



BC Ministry of Education’s Play Today: A Guide for Families

5 Approaches to Play-Based Learning
…continued

Playful Learning
includes play experiences that are planned by adults with specific 

learning experiences in mind, like baking together. 
invites discovery, conversation & new vocabulary

Learning Games
are adult-directed types of play that include instructions or rules 

that guide how a game is played. Examples are doing a puzzle 
together or some yoga poses. 

encourage children’s attention and focus on challenging things,                                
while practicing social and physical skills

POPEY
www.popey.ca BC Ministry of Education’s Play Today: A Guide for Families

A Continuum of Play for Educators

POPEY
www.popey.ca

Pathways for Engagement with Others, Materials & the World

Knowledge & Theories  
•   Respect the knowledges and theories that children hold 

Spaces, Objects & Materials:  
• Children can investigate and experiment with materials in 

ways that are meaningful to them 

Reconnection to Land & Space:  
• Consider what it means to be in relationship with land 
• This includes what stories have been both told and silenced

Designing environments and cultivating practices that consider:

Time for Engagement:  
• Experiment to re-imagine routines, schedules & transitions 

Local Community Connections:  
• Learning spaces become places of gathering, and children are 

active participants in the community

BC Early Learning Framework

Differentiated access points for K-3 students:

Proficient 
➡ WONDER: What kinds of treasures do you wonder about? 
➡ SHARE: Tell a friend where you would go on a treasure hunt 
➡ PLAN: Write or draw 3-5 things you’d need for a treasure hunt 
➡ CREATE: Draw and colour a treasure map & compare it with a friend’s map 
➡ WRITE: 3 - 5 sentences about going on a treasure hunt

What works for you? 

For your students…?

Developing  
➡ WONDER: What kinds of treasures do you wonder about? 
➡ SHARE: Tell a friend what kind of treasure you’d want to find 
➡ PLAN: Think of 2+ things you’d need for a treasure hunt 
➡ CREATE: Draw and colour a treasure map & share it with a friend

Extending

➡ WONDER: What kinds of treasures do you wonder about? 
➡ SHARE: Tell a friend where you would go on a treasure hunt 
➡ PLAN: Write a list of 5+ things you’d need for a treasure hunt 
➡ CREATE: Draw and colour a treasure map - make a legend for it 
➡ WRITE: A story about going on a treasure hunt with your friends



Think about the space in your classroom, school grounds, and your 
community at large.

What is your story? What stories can your students find?

•  Can your physical space inspire a story? 

•  Can the book, Treasure Hunt, inspire a story? 

•  Can your ‘wonderings’ inspire a story? 

•  Share your thoughts with us!

Waterfall Sharing

Write your thoughts in the chat box but DON’T press  
enter until we say the word ‘waterfall’.

Final Reflection

Reflect on what we’ve explored together this morning, and 
let us know:
what did you value most about this workshop? 

breakout room chats, resources shared, activities modelled… 

what is one activity, strategy or book you’d try out next week?

what can you do to take care of yourself  

during this time?

unless otherwise noted, images from:

Educlips

Presenter Media

Storyblocks

more info links are available on our website

Info Links
more videos are available on POPEY’s YouTube channel

Videos

Sources

BC Ministry of Education’s Play Today: A Guide for Families School District 10 - Arrow Lakes - Student Inquiry Project

Harvard Graduate School of Education article: Summertime, Playtime

BC Early Learning Framework

Books
British Columbia Early Learning Framework

Foxy and his friends go on a Treasure Hunt - Henney

BC Ministry of Education’s Play Today: A Guide for Families

A Story about a Bird

Using Picture Books to Promote School-Wide Critical Thinking

Yale Center for Emotional Intelligence - Mood Meter tool

The Most Magnificent Thing - Spires

Purposeful Play - Mraz, Porcelli & Tyler

What Does It Take for a Project to be “Authentic” - PBL Works

What is Project Based Learning?- PBL Works

lisa@popey.ca

@POPEYBC popeybc

POPEY
Provincial Outreach Program 

for the Early Years

Lisa Thomas

www.popey.ca

POPEY on YouTube

Jen Kelly

jen@popey.ca

*you can access the eHandout for today’s session on our website:

www.popey.ca


